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DEATH VALLEY: By Geoffrey M.
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This outing is known as the
“Stars Wars” outing. Every
one brings their light sabers
and Star War’s gear and we
all fight each other on the
sandy dunes of Tattoine
(Death Valley). It was a
grueling 5 hour drive up
steep windy roads to a nice
camping spot under the
millions of stars above
Death Valley. That night
was warm and humid, we all
slept like kings. The next day we did a camp sweep and the adults found no
trash!!! No pushups! After that everyone got into cars and left to the sand
dunes where we climbed to the top
of the highest dune and sled down
the dunes in our sleds and we had
lots of fun. Some scouts built a
ramp for sleds; it was a nice jump
at high speeds, but not such a good
landing, Ouch! After the sand
dunes we piled back into cars and
left to go to a museum. The
museum’s main purpose for us
scouts was the cold water and the
“clean” bathrooms. Then we left to
our new campsite, we cooked up
lunch and then made our dinner. After dinner we celebrated a birthday and
got giant cookies. Some scouts left in cars to go look at stars at an
observatory at an airport. Then we slept the night, and there was Haboob, a
giant dust and wind storm. I unfortunately slept outside and was tossed
around. In the morning we cooked breakfast and got on the road to the salt
flats. The lowest point in the United States. We walked on salt for about .2
miles. Then we hit the road for another 5 hours home.

